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Optical properties of a series of CdTe/CdMnTe multi quantum weJl
structures grown with MBE and ALE (CdTe quantum wells only) methods
are compared. Based on the results of the photoluminescence experiments we
conclude that the ALE growth leads to a different lateral scale of quantum
welI width fluctuations, which results in different exciton properties in two
multi quantum well systems studied. In the wells grown with ALE method
excitons are less localized. They can migrate in a quantum well plane between
quantum well regions varying in thickness by 1 monolayer.
PACS numbers: 71.35.+z, 78.47.+p 78.55.Et
,

1. Introduction
Atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) was introduced to supplement conventional molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and other epitaxial methods in their efforts of growing
perfect semiconducting materials and their heterostuctures. A successful growth
of CdTe and CdMnTe epilayers with the ALE method was reported previously
[1-3]. Due to different growth patterns (atomic fluxes are supplied separately to
get a full'monoatomic cover of a surface of a growing epilayer) it was believed that
smoother interfaces can be grown with the ALE method.
In this communication we compare the results of photoluminescence (PL),
time-resolved PL and PL kinetics measurements of a series of CdTe/CdMnTe multi
quantum well (MQW) structures. In all these structures CdMnTe barriers were
grown with a conventional MBE, whereas CdTe QWs were grown with either MBE
or ALE methods. In some stuctures the MBE grown CdTe QWs coexisted with
the ALE grown to ensure that QWs were grown at similar conditions (substrate
material, growth temperature, buffer layer etc.). From the present PL studies we
conclude that a morphology of interfaces in CdTe QWs grown by ALE and MBE
methods is quite different.
.
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2. Experimental
Four MQW structures were studied. They were grown on (100) GaAs substrate covered with thick CdTe (e.g. about 10 μm thick for samples 12054a,b) and
then CdMnTe (about 1 m thick for samples 12054a,b) buffer layers. The, stucture labelled 12054a was a reference sample. It was grown b y a conventional MBE
method and contained 8 QWs (31 monolayers (ML), 20 ML, 16 ML, 12 ML, 8 ML,
4 ML, 3 ML and 6 ML thick — in order from a substrate to a cap layer) separated
by 175 ML thick CdMnTe (37.5% of Mn) barriers. The sample 12054b had a similar stucture, but contained 4 QWs (20 ML, 12 ML, 6 ML and 4 ML thick) all of
them grown by ALE method. Two other samples contained QWs grown by both
MBE and ALE methods. The sample 10104a contained 2 ALE-grown QWs (7 and
9 ML thick) and 1 grown by MBE (12 ML thick). The sample 12214a contained
2 QWs grown by MBE (4 ML and 6 ML thick) and 3 QWs grown by ALE (8 ML,
12 ML and 20 ML thick).
PL, time-resolved PL and PL kinetics measurements were performed on the
experimental setups described elsewhere [4].
3. Results and discussion

In Table we summarize the results of PL kinetics measurements for 4 QWs
of different thickness grown by either MBE or ALE methods. These results show
the implicit dependence of PL decay time on well width, similar to that observed
by us previously [4, 5]. The PL decay times at 2 K and for wells of the same thickness but of a different growth method are generally similar and are only slightly
longer for the ALE-grown QWs. However, time-resolved PL experiments indicate
more delocalized character of excitons in ALE-grown wells. For example, a larger
magnitude of exciton drift towards states of a lower energy was observed during
exciton decay in the ALE-grown QWs. Moreover, a stronger energy dependence
(PL decay time measured within the PL band depends on detection energy) of PL
decay times was observed for the ALE-grown QWs. This is also consistent with a
more delocalized character of excitons in these stuctures [6].
Temperature dependence of PL decay times was measured. In Fig. 1 we
show such dependence for the 20 ML thick wells in the 12054a and 12054b stuctures. The observed temperature dependencies are slightly different for two types
of MQW systems studied. PL decay time of the ALE-grown sample is weakly temperature dependent up to about 20 K and then starts to increase with increasing
temperature. Such increase is slightly slower for the MBE-grown well, which is
consistent with the results of other time-resolved PL investigations indicating a
more localized character of excitons in the MBE-grown wells.
PL investigations of the ALE-grown QWs showed broad excitonic PL lines.
The width of PL hines was up to few times larger than that observed for excitonic
transitions in equivalent (the same width) CdTe QWs grown by MBE method. At
first, it was rather a surprising result since the ALE-grown wells were assumed
to have smoother interfaces and consequently narrower PL lines. Following PL
kinetics measurements we relate different PL line widths to a different character of excitons in the two types of MQW systems studied. The PL lines for the
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MBE-grown wells were of a Gaussian shape indicating a dominant contribution of
an inhomogeneous broadening of PL expected for either localized or quasi-localized
excitons in structures with potential fluctuations in a QW plane caused by fluctuations of a well width and composition [6,7]. For the ALE-grown 20 ML thick
QW (see Fig. 2) the line shape is a mixture of Gaussian and Lorentzian (dominant
contribution). In the 1atter case, PL line width is determined by both a statistical
distribution of energies of different regions of a QW and by a very short excitons
coherence times [6].
Time-resolved PL experiments (Fig. 2) show another difference in the PL
line properties for the 20 ML thick QW grown by ALE. At 0 ps delay PL has an
asymmetric shape and consists of two partly resolved PL lines separated by about
6 meV. Such energy distance is slightly larger than that expected for either free or
localized and bound (neutral donor bound (DBE)) excitons [4, 5]. The high energy
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component of the PL rapidly disappears for longer delay times and is not observed
for delays longer than 200-250 ps.
Twoline stucture of QW PL was often observed for the MBE-grown
CdTe/CdMnTe samples. This stucture was explained by a simultaneous observation of free (localized) and DBE excitons. The DBE PL saturates at increased excitation intensity and is dissociated once temperature is increased to about 30-40 K.
A very different intensity and temperature dependence is observed for the two PL
emissions shown in Fig. 2. Both PLs are observed at increased temperature with a
high energy component increasing with an increasing temperature. Moreover, we
did not observe a fast decay of this PL at increased temperature. All these observations are not consistent with a free and bound exciton character of two PLs, but
the results closely resemble the properties of excitons from QW regions of thickness
varying by 1 ML observed previously for growth interrupted GaAs/AlGaAs QWs
[7]. We thus attribute the high energy component of the PL line to the PL emission
from QW islands differing in thickness by 1 ML. If confirmed, this would be the
first observation of existence of such islands in CdTe/CdMnTe MQW system.
Concluding, the described above properties of excitons in QWs indicate different morphology of interfaces in the wells grown by the ALE method. These interfaces are rougher in microscale. Moreover, the time-resolved PL studies suggest
existence of QW regions of thickness differing by 1 ML and with a planar extent
large as compared to exciton radius. Excitons remain mobile in the ALE-grown
wells and their hine width is broadened due to homogeneous contribution caused
by their short coherence times.
This work is supported in part by the Committee for Scientific Research
through grant 8T 1ΙB 014 11.
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